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LAW STUDENTS – SHOWCASE YOUR WORK!
Here’s how the Law Library can help!
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

digitalcommons.law.ggu.edu
Digital Commons: The Legal Scholarship Repository @ GGULaw is managed by the GGU Law
Library.
Digital Commons offers free and open access to scholarship created by GGU Law students,
faculty and staff.
Digital Commons is a great way to increase exposure to your scholarship as you further your
education or enter the job market. Making your work available through the repository means it
can be accessed by scholars and professionals from around the world.
Each article or paper has a unique, permanent URL which you can use in your emails and on
your resume.
Digital Commons can host your articles, presentations, quality class papers – things you want
your potential employer to read.
Every author receives monthly statistics on the number of downloads their articles have
received.
Social media buttons make it simple to share your work through Facebook, Twitter, Google
Plus, LinkedIn, email, and over 280 other social media buttons.

Theses and Dissertations
All theses and dissertations written by GGU Law students are recorded in the repository, and the vast majority
of students grant permission to post their dissertation. You retain copyright to your thesis or dissertation,
allowing you to pursue later publication of your work. The vast majority of publishers do not consider an
electronically available version of a thesis or dissertation a prior publication. The theses and dissertations in our
repository have been downloaded over 19,000 times in the 2014-15 fiscal year.

Journal Articles
All articles published in the Golden Gate University Law Review, Environmental Law Journal, and Annual
Survey of International & Comparative Law are added to the repository. If you authored one of those articles,
you already have a permanent URL for your article.

Class Papers
We will add your quality class papers to the repository. Papers must have a grade of “A-“ or better. Please
contact us for more information.

The Law Commons
Bepress maintains a network of law repositories which expands the scope of your audience. Articles are sorted
by subject and gathered into “Commons” such as the Animal Law Commons. Researchers who have set up
notifications for specific topics will be directly notified of your contributions.
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